
Gary Hanson, Chairperson 
Chris Nelson, Vice Chairperson 
I<ristie Fiegen, Cornn1issioner 

May 24, 2013 

The Honorable Ritchy Griepp 
Mayor, City of Humboldt 
404 S. Madison 
Humboldt, SD 57035 

~/IC: 
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 

500 East Capitol Avenue 
Pierre, South Dakota 57501-5070 

www.puc.sd.gov 

RE: South Dakota 2013 Standard Inspection of Humboldt Natural Gas Facilities 

Dear Mayor Griepp: 

Capitol Office 
(605) 773-3201 

1-866-757-6031 fax 

Grain Warehouse 
(605) 773-5280 

(605) 773-3225 fax 

Consu1ner Hotline 
1-800-332-1782 

This letter and attachments summarize the findings of the O&M Plan, Records, OQ Field Inspection, inspection 
of pipeline markers and cathodic protection field inspection conducted in reference to the Humboldt natural gas 
facilities. I would like thank Kristie Ellis, Daryl Sieverding, and Terry Hansen from GTS for meeting with Mary 
Zanter and providing the required information. 

The findings from the inspections are summarized into the following categories in the attached Summary of 
Deficiencies form. 

1. Notices of Probable Violation - are issued if the inspector has good cause to believe a serious or 
repeat violation of the pipeline safety regulations has occurred. Notices of Probable Violation can also 
include monetary penalties of up to $100,000 per day of violation and may include specific corrective 
actions that must be taken to correct the situation within a specific time frame and to come into 
compliance with the pipeline safety regulations. 

2. Warnings - are issued for first time or less serious violations of the pipeline safety regulations. 
Warnings may include specific corrective actions that must be taken to correct the situation within a 
specific time frame and to come into compliance with the pipeline safety regulations. 

3. Notices of Concern - are issued where no direct violation of the pipeline safety regulations exists and 
for informational purposes to aid the operator in managing as safe and effective pipeline as possible. 
Notices of Concern are also used to denote areas where best industry practices are not being followed. 
No action is required for Notices of Concern. 

The completed inspection forms have also been enclosed that will include additional details such as inspection 
notes and the inspection issue corrections made prior to the issuance of this report. 

You must respond to the warnings listed in the Summary of Deficiencies form within 30 business days 
from the date this letter is received. Please indicate in your response either agreement with each warning 
and requirement along with the proposed correction date or whether the issue is disputed. Failure to respond 
is considered agreement. 

Please note the inspection conducted is limited to the specified code sections in the attached inspection forms. 
The South Dakota Public Utilities Commission (SDPUC) did not examine overall system condition or operability 
and does not warrant the same under any condition. Other system or code compliance issues may exist. 



Failure to include such items in this report does not prohibit future SDPUC action nor limit applicability in future 
inspections. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns regarding this inspection. 

Sincerely, 

Nathan D. Solem 

Pipeline Safety Program Manager 

Cc: Ms. Kristie Ellis, Finance Officer, City of Humboldt, finance@humboldtsd.com 
Mary Zanter, SDPUC, marv.zanter@state.sd.us 

Attachments 
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Operator Evaluated 

Operator IOCS ID 

PIPELINE SAFETY RECOROS INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
2013 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

Humboldt Municioal Gas 

30964 
Inspection Unit IOCS ID 

Unit Description 11 mile steel pipeline feeding the city of Humboldt and the plastic distribution 
system in Humboldt. 

Portions of Unit 100 % of records pertinent to this inspection 
Inspected 

Contact Person I Titte Kristie Ellis Phone Number {605) 363-3789 
r ...... rson interviewed\ 

Responsible Party/Titte Mayor Ritchy Griepp Phone Number c/o (605) 363-
3789 

Mailing Address PO Box72 

100 South Main St. 

Humboldt, SD 57035 

Inspection Date Last Inspection Date May 23, 2011 

Location of Inspection Humboldt, SD 
Inspector Name Mary Zanter 

§192.16 Has the operator notified all customers by August 14, 1996 or new x 
customers within 90 days of their responsibility for those sections of 
service lines not maintained bv the ooerator? 

6192.16 fbl Does the ooerator have a current coov of the notification? I x I I I 
Does notification contain au the following requirements: 
f1 I ooerator does not maintain the customer's buried oioina x 
{2} if customer's buried piping is not maintained, ii may be subject to x 
corrosion and leakaae 
{3) buried gas piping should be: x 

· Ii 1 oeriodicallv insoected for leaks 
[ii) neriodicalfv insnected for corrosion fif metal i x 
iii reoaired if anv unsafe condition is discovered x 

{4) when excavating near buried gas piping, the piping should be x 
located in advance, and the excavation done bv hand 

I 

§192.381(a) 

·192.381(a)/1 
§192.381(a)(2) 

§192.381(a)(3) 

§192.381(a)(3) 

§192.381(a){4) 

§192.381(b} 

§192.381{c} 

§192.381{d) 

§192.381(e) 

§192.383(b) 

192.383/c' 

(5) the operator, Plumbing contractors, and heating contractors can 
assist in locating, inspecting, and repairing the customer's buried 

ioini 

Are excess fJciw valves (that opi:!rate al~ 10 psi) manufactured and 
tested to an. industry standard or manufacturer's written specification 
to ensure each valve will: 
Function praper1y up to the MAOP at which valve is rated; 
Function properlY at all tempeffitures reasonably expected in the 
ooerating environment ofthe service line: 
(i) at 10 psi gage - close at:;: 50 % above the rated closure flow 
soecified bv manufacturer; AND 
upon closure, reduce gas flow to: 
(ii)(A) no more than 5% of manufacturer's specified closure flow rate 
for an EFV designed to allow pressure to equalize across the valve 
(up to a maximum of 20 ft3!hr) 
-OR-
(ii)(B) no more than 0.4 fflhrfor an EFV designed to prevent 
eaualizalion of pressure across the valve: AND 
Not close when the pressure is less than the manufacturer's 
minimum specified operating pressure AND the flow rate is below 
the manufacturer's minimum specified closure flow rate? 
Do-the EFV valve$ meet the applicable requirements of Subparts B 
and D? 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Does the operator mark or otherwise identify the presence of an I x 
excess flow valve on a service line? 
Does the operator locate the EFV as near as practical to the fitting I x 
connecting the service line to its source of gas suoot 
Does operator not install EFV on a service fine where operator has I x 
prior experience with contaminants in gas stream where 
contaminants could cause EFV to malfunction or where EFV would 
interfere with necessary O&M activities, such as blowing liquids from 
the line? 
HiiSthe operatorinsla!led § 192.381 compliant EFV's on all new or 
replaced service line serving a single-family residence after 
February 12, 2010? No services installed since 2010 

Exceptions: 
(1) The service line does not operate at a pressure of 10 psig or 
greater throughout the year; 
(2) The operator has prior experience with contaminants in the gas 
stream that could interfere with the EFV's operation or cause loss of 
service to a residence; 
(3) An EFV could interfere with necessary operation or maintenance 
activities, such as blowing liq..iids from the line; or 
{4) An EFV meeting performance standards in§ 192.381 is not 
commercially available lo the operator. 
Does the annual reoort contain the number of EFV's installfid? I x 

x 



(c) Are these procedures under the responsibility of a qualified I x (4) has sufficient strength to resist damage due to handling and soil x 
person? NWE has been used in the past an::i Maiy lzzozo will be stress? 
doing in the future. Operator has copy of NACE certificate. CSJ comoatible with suoolementa! cathodic orotection? x 

§192.461(b) If external coating is electrically insulating does it have fow moisture x 
absorntion and hinh electrical resistance? 

Did the or=rator use calibrated half cells? x 
§192.455(a) For pipelines installed after July 31, 1971: Are buried segments x 

externa!lv coated & cathodicallv orotected within one vear? 
§192.455(b) For pipelines installed without cathodic protection: Are there any x 

•i,,..lines without cathod·c nrotection? 
(1) Has the operator proved that a corrosive environment does not x 
exist? 
f2l Conducted tests within 6-months to confirm (#11 above? x 

§192.455 Pipeline Material Types: Wiat kinds of pipeline materials are -
used? Steel, Co-- r Aluminum, Plasli"- Cast Iron 

§192.455(c)(1) For bare copper pipeline: Is the pipeline cathodically protected if a x 
corrosive environment exists? 

§192.455(c)(2) For bare temporary (less than 5 year period of service) x 
pipelines: For unprotected pipelines, has it been demonstrated that 
corrosion during the 5-year period will not be detrimental to public 
safetv? 

§192.455(e) For aluminum pipeline: Is the natural pH of the environment <8.0? x 
If not, has operater conducted tests or have experience to indicate 
the aluminum -i eline suitabilitv with its environment? 

&192.455m Metal allov fittinos on r>lastic oioelines: 
(1) Has operator shown by test, investigation, or experience that x 
adecuale corrosion control is orovided bv the a!lov comoosition? 
(2) Fitting is designed to prevent leakage caused by localized x 
corrosion nittinn? 

§192.457(a) Pipelines installed before August 1, 1971: Are effectively coated x 
transmission oioelines cathodicall" "rotected? 

§192.457(b) (Except for cast iron or ductile iron) Is cathodic protection provided in~ 
areas of active corrosion on: 
1 exis!inn bare or ineffective! coated transmission nioelines? x 

(2) existing bare or coated pipes at compressor, regulator, and x 
measurino stations? 
C3l existina bare or coated distribution lines? 

1111\111 §192.459 \A/hen the operator has knowledge that any pipeline is exposed, is 
the exposed pipe examined for: Sell Hole reports have not been 
done in the past. No historv for anv exoosed oioinq. 
{al Evidence of corrosion? x 
(bi Coatinq deterioration? x 

§192.459 If external corrosion requiring remedial action is found, is the x 
pipeline investigated circumferentially and longitudinally beyond the 
exposed portion to determine whether additional corrosion requiring 
remedial action exists? 

§192.459 Does operator have procedures estab!ished for examining exposed x 
cast iron ""ne for evidence of qraohitization? 
Does operator have procedures established for remedial measures x 
on cast iron pipe if graphitization is discovered, AGA GPTC 
An""'ndix G-18 /NTSBl.? 

!:i192.461CaJ Does the coatinq on steef cioe meet the reouirements of this oart? 
f1' annlied on a nro renared surface? I x I I I I 
121 has sufficient adhesion to resist underfilm minration of moisture? I x I I I I 
31 sufficienU ductile to resist crackinn? I x I 

§192.461(c) Is the external coaling inspected prior to lowering the pipe into the x 
ditch and is anv damaae reoaired? 

§192.461(d) Is external protective coating protected from damage resulting from x 
adverse ditch conditions or damane from sunnortinn blocks? 

§192.461(e) ff coated pipe is installed by boring, driving, or similar method, are x 
, orecautions taken to minimize damaoe to the coatino? 

§192.463 (a) Does the level of cathodic protection meet the requirements of x 
Appendix D criteria? 

A ndix D Steer, cast iron, and ductile iron ~ 

Part I (1) a negative (cathodic) voltage of at least 0.85 volt (Cu-CuS04 75, x 
celn also need to consider IR dron 
(2) a negative voltage shift of at least 300 millivolts (applies to x 
structure _not in contact with metals of different anodic potentials) 
also need to consider IR dron 
(3) a minimum negative polarization voltage shift of 100 milr1volts x 
(interrupting the protective current and measuring the polarization 
decavl 
(4) voltage at least as negative as that originally established at x 
beninninn of Tafel senment of E-log-1 curve 
151 net nrotective current x 
Refer to Appendix D if aluminum, copper, or other metals are within 
the system also note that other reference cells besides Cu-CuS04 ,. 
half-cells can be used if they meet criteria in Section IV of Appendix ' D ' 

§192 Appendix D. Does the operator criteria consider IR drop? x 
Part II 
§192.463 (b) !f amphoteric metafs are included in a buried or submerged pipeline 

containing a metal or different anodic nntential are thev: 
(1) electrically isolated from the remainder of the pipeline and x 
cathodicaflv nrotected?; OR 
(2) cathodically protected at a level that meets the requirements of x 
Aooendix D for amoho!eric metals? 

§192.463 (c) Is the amount of cathodic protection controlled to prevent damage to x 
the nrotective coatinn or the nine? 

§192.465(a) Has each pipeline that is cathodically protected been tested at feast x 
once each calendar vear not to exceed 15 fnonths? 

§192.46S(a) Are 10 percent of short sections of mains or transmission lines and x 
separately protected service lines distributed over the entire system 
tested each year on a sampling basis, with a different 10 percent 
checked each year, so that the entife system is checked in each 10 
vear oeriod? 

§192.465(b) Has each cathodic protection rectifier been inspected at lea.st six x 
times each vear not to exceed 2-1/2 months? 

§192.465(c) Does the operator check for proper performance of each reverse x 
current switch, diode, and interference bond wflose failure would 
jeopardize structure protection at least six times each calendar year, 
but with intervals not exceedinn 2-1/2 months? 

§192.465(c) Does the operator check for proper performance of other x 
interference bonds at least once each calendar year, at intervals not 
exceeding 15 months? 



§192.465(d) !s prompt remedial action taken to correct any deficiencies indicated 
bv the montl:orino? 
al Shorted Casinos f6 months\ 
bl Rectifier r2-1/2 monthsl 
cl Low "is readin""" - case b'>' case de""'nds on cause 

l;l192.465Cel Does the onerator have bare ni elines? 
a1 Are thev cathodicalrv nrotected? 

(b) Are they reevaluated al 3 year intervals not exceeding 39 
months? 
cl Are remedial measures taken where necessarv? 

§192.467 Are buried pipelfnes electrically isolated from other underground 
structures? 
(a) Are casing potentials monitored to detect the presence of shorts x 
once each calendar vear, not lo exceed 15 months? 
(b) Does the operator investigate & take appropriate actioo when 
indications of casinn shorts are found? 
(c) Does the shorted casing procedure require or has the operator 
made\: fEnforcement PoliCvl 
(1) Determination of a course of action to correct or negate the 
effects of the shorts within 6 months of discove"'. 
t2l Verification that a short exists 
(3) Clearing of the short, if practicable. (This must be considered 
before alternative measures mav be used. l 
(4) Filling the casing/pipe interstice with high-dielectric casing filler or 
otfler material which provides a corrosion inhibiting environment, if it 
is imnractical to clear the short 
(5) If(# 3) & (#4) are determined to be impractical, monitor the 
casing wtl:h leak detection equipment for leakage at intervals not 
exceedino 7-1!2 months. but at least twice each calendar vear. 
(6) ff a leak is found by monitoring casings with leak detection 
equipment, immediate corrective action to eliminate the leak & 
further corrosion. 
(7) In lieu of other corrective actions, monitoring the condition of the 
canier "i"e usino an internal insoection device at specified intervals. 

§192.467(e) (d) Are insulating devices prohibited in areas where a combustible 
atmosphere is anticipated unless precautions are made to prevent 
arcina? 

§192.467(f) (e) Wiere pipelines are located in close proximity to electrical 
transmission tower footings, is protection provided to the pipelines 
aoainst damaqe due to fault currents? 

&192.469 Are there sufficient test stations or test ooints? x 
§192.471 {a} Are test leads mechanically secure to pipe and electrically 

conductive? 
(b) Are test feads attached to minimize stress concentration on the 
oioe? 
(c) Are each bared test lead wire and bared metallic area (at point of 
connection) coated with an electrical insulating material compatible 
with the nine coatin" and insulation on the wire? 

§192.473 (a) Does the operator monitor their system for stray currents and take x 
aoor""riate steos to minimize detrimental effects? 

§192.473 (b) Does operator design and install each impressed current and/or 
galvanic anode cathodic protection system to minimize adverse 
effects on existinn adiacent undernround metallic structures? 

Service lines 111 ls ooerator cathodicalJv orotectlno service lines 
fa\ Ooerator owned oi ino/downstream of meter 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
§192.475(a) 

x 
x 

x §192.475(b) 

x 
§192.475(b) 

x 

x 
§192.475(c) 

x 

§192.476(a) 

x 

x 

x 

x 

§192.476(c) 

x 
§192.476(d) 

x 
x 

b Ooerator owned oioino/uostream of meter 
c Customer owned oi inc/downstream of meter 
d Customer owned ni ina/uostream of meter 
2 Is onerator monitorinn un"rotected service lines 
a Ooerator owned inrudownstream of meter 
b Ooerator owned oioino/unstream of meter 
c Customer owned oi inc/downstream of meter 
d Customer owned oioino/uostream of meter 
3 How is monitorino oerformed on unorotected services 
a Electrical Survev: Tvoe 
Freauencv 
fbl Leak Survev: Tvoe 
FreQuencv 
(4) Is there a program in effect to address corrosion problems on 
service lines 
Describe: 

fs gas tested to determine corrosive properties? NOC: Need to get I x 
1nformalion from Northern Natura! regarding properties of the gas. 
rntormat1on can be accessed by going to NorthemNaturalGas.com 
and selecting "Gas Qua!ity" under '·fnformational Posting·. 
Information was relneved durina inspection. 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

Vv'henever a pipe segment is removed from a pipeline, is it examined I I I x 
for evidence of internal corrosion? 
If internal corrosion is found -
(1) Is the adjaceni pipe investigated to determine the extent of I I I x 
internal corrosion? 
(2) Js replacement made to the extent required by §§192.485, I I I x 
192.487, or 192.489? 
(3) rs remedial action taken (if required) to minimize internal \ x 
corrosion? 
!Gas containing >0.25 grain of hydrogen sulfide per 100 ft3 (at I I x 
standard conditions) may not be stored in pipe-type or bottle-type 
holders. 
Design and construction of transmission line installed after May 
23, 2007: 
Has transmission line or replacement of line pipe, valve, fitting, or 
other line compqnent in a transmission fine met the following 
requirements (unfess operator proves impracticable or 
unnecessa1 
1\ confioureci to reduce risk liouid collection in line 

(2)lias effective iiquid removal features if corifiouration woUld allow I I x 
liauid collection 
(3) allow for use of devices for monitoring internal corrosion at I x 
locations with sianificant potential for internal corrosion 
ff operator changes configuration of transmission line, didthey I I x 
evaluate the impact of the change on internal corrosion risk to 
downstream portion of line and provide for removal of liquids and 
monitorina of internal corrosion? 
DCles operator maintain records that demonstrate -compliance with I x 
this section? Does operator maintain as-built drawings or other 
construction records if found impracticable or unnecessary to foUow 
al(1,2.3 



§192.477 

S192.479fal 
§192.479(b) 

§192.481{a) 

§192.481{b) 

§192.481{c) 

8192.483 
§192.48S(a) 

§192.485(b) 

§192.485(c) 
~ 

§192.487(a) 

§192.487(b} 

§192.489(a) 

§192.489(b) 

§192.491(a) 

§192.491(b) 

§192.491(c) 

Have coupons (for corrosive gas only) been utilized & checked at 
least twice annually not to exceed 7-112 months? 

Have above around facilities been cleaned and coated? 
ls the coating material suitable for the prevention of atmospheric 
corrosion? 
Does the operator inspect piping exposed to the atmosphere at least 
once every 3 calendar years, at inteNals not to exceed 39 months 
for onshore ni inn? 
During inspection does the operator give particular attention to pipe 
at soil-to-air interfaces, under thermal insulation, under disbanded 
coating, at pipe supports, at deck penetrations, and in spans over 
water? 
If atmospheric corrosion is found, does the operator provide 
orotection aaainst the corrosion as reouired bv &192.479? 

Is renlacement steel nine coated and cathodicall rotected? 
For each segment of transmission line with general corrosion and 
with a remaining wan thickness less than that required for the MAOP 
of the pipeline, is the sect km of pipeline replaced, repaired, or have 
the ooeratin" "ressure reduced? 
For each segment of transmission line with localized pitting to a 
degree where leakage might result, is the section of pipeline 
rf'!nlaced r--~ired, or have the oneratinn nressure reduced? 
Strength of pipe based on actual remaining wall thickness may be 
determined bv ASME/ANSI 831 G or AGA PR 3-805 
For d"1stribution lines with a remaining wall thickness less than that 
required for the MAOP of the pipeline or a remaining wall thickness 
less than 30 percent of the nominal wall thickness, does the operator 
,_,lace or reoair the nice? 
For distribution lines, does the operator replace or repair pipe with 
localized corrosion oittino? 
Is each segment of cast iron or ductile iron pipe on which general 
graphitiza!ion is found to a degree where a fracture or any leakage 
mioht result, reolaced? 
Js eactJ segment cf cast iron or ductile iron pipe on which localized 
graphitizalion is found to a degree where any leakage might result, 
rec laced or reoaired or sealed bv internal sealina methods? 

Does the operator maintain records or maps showing the location of 
cathodicaflv orotected oioe and facilities? 
Does the operator retain records showing the location of cathodical!y 
protected pipe and facilities for the fife of the system? (See records 
check list\ 
Does the operator maintain a record of each test, survey, or 
inspection required by this subpart in sufficient detail to demonstrate 
adequacy of corrosion control measures or that a corrosive condition 
does not exist for at least 5 ""'ars? 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

§192.491(c) 

192.605(b 
§192.611 

§192.62S(a) 

One-Fifth of the 

Does the operator retain records related to §§192.465(a) and {e) 
and 192.47S(b) retained for as long as the pipeline remains in 
service? 

Did the operator use calibffited odorometers? Odorometer was not 
sent in since 8/29/11. Meter needs to be sent in ASAP. 
Wlat kind of equipment is used? Heath Odorator 
Chemica! Properties - Brand Name - Chevron Phillips Ethyl 
Mercaotan Last fil!ed 12119112 by NWE 

Lower Explosive Limit I Odorometer 

§192.625{b} 

§192.625(e) 

§192.625(f) 

§192.703(b) 

192.703(c) 

§192.70S(a) 

§192.705(b) 

lniection Rate 
Odorization Method - Bvoass odorizer 
Transmission Lines in ClasS 3 or 4 locations must comply with 
192.625(a) if 50% or fess of the length of the line downstream is in a 
Class 1 or 2 location. There are also other exceptions found within 
this section 
Does the equipment introduce the odorant without wide variations in 
the level of odorant? 
Does the operator conduct periodic sampling of combustible gases 
using an instrument capable of determining the percentage of gas in 
air at whicli the odor becomes readi!r detectable? Records from 
2012 reviewed. First quarter and 2" quarter 2011 records were not 
available - noted in the last inspection. Meter had to be sent 1n 
twice. 

Is each segment of a pipeline that b.ecomes Unsafe, replaced, 
reoaired or removed fmm service? 
Are hazardous leaks repaired promptly? 

Does the operator patrol surface conditions fOr indications of leaks, 
construction activity, or other factors on and adiacent to line ROW? 
(a) Does the operator follow up on problems noted? 
fs the maximum interval between patrols in accordance with the 
fol!owino: {Maximum interval between Patrols of lines 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 



Class location 

1and2 --,-
4 

§192.706 

§192.707(a) 

!='1192.707 b 

§192.707{c) 

t;192.707 d 

At all Other Places 

1/Year (15 months 
·r (7-1/2 months 

4/vr {4-1/2 months 

Did the operator use calibrated leak detectors? 
Vv'tlat kind of eouinment is used? 
(a) Are leakage surveys oftransmission fines conducted at intervals 
not exceedina 15 months but at least once each calendar vear? 
(b) Are lines transporting unodorized gas surveyed using leak 
detector equipment at intervals not exceeding 7-112 months but at 
least twice each calendar year for C!ass 3 locations and at intervals 
not exceeding 4-1/2 months but at least 4 times each calendar year 
for Class 4 locations? 

The follow·1ng issues were identified regaro'1ng pipefine markers 
1 Marker al CP test station #7 needs a new warning sign 
2. Markers need to be installed at 25911

' St. where new road 
was put in 

3. Marker at CP test station #21 needs to have the phone 
number replaced. 

4 Maker west of CP test station #21 needs to have phone 

5. 
number replaced. 
Marker south of the intersection of 258t11 St and 462"~ Ave 
needs to have phone number replaced 

6. Marker north of 25889 462"d St needs to have phone 
number replace 

Are buried mains and transmission lines marked as required in the 
followino areas: 
(1) at eactl crossing of a public road and railroad 
(2) wherever necessary to identify the location of the fine to reduce 
nossibilitv of damaae or interference 
EXCEPTIONS where fine markers are NOT reauired: 
(1) fines located at crossings of or under waterways and other water 
bodies 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

~ 
x 

. 
x 

(2) mains in Class 3 or 4 location where damage prevention program x 
is in effect under 6192.614 
f3) transmission lines in C!ass 3 or 4 locations until 3120/1996 x 
(4) transmission lines in Gfass 3 or 4 locations where placement of x 
line marker is im--ctica.I 
Are line markers installed on aboveground areas accessible to the x 
nub lie? 
Do the line markers have the latest characteristics? 
(1) "Warning", "Caution', "Danger' followed by "Gas Pipeline" (1" x 
hioh with Y." stroke exceot in heavilv develo~d areasi 
(2) name and telechone number of ooerator 24 hr access\ x I ' 

§192.721(a) Frequency of patrolling mains must be determined by the severity of x 
the conditions v.tiidi could cause 
failure or leakage (i.e., consider cast iron, weather conditions, known 
slio areas, etc.l 

§192.721(b)(1) Does the operator patrol mains in business districts al intervals not x 
exceeding 4-1/2 months, but at least 4 times eactl calendar year 
where anticipated physical movement or external loading could 
cause failure or leakage? Conducted with meter reads in business 
districts 

§192.721(b)(2), Does the operator patrol mains outside business districts at intervals x 
not exceeding 7-1/2 months, but at least 2 times each calendar year 
where anticipated physical movement or external loading could 
cause failure or leakaae? 

Did the operator use calibrated leak detectors? x 
Vv'tlat kind of equipment is used? leak survey completed by NINE 
and do not have calibration information. 

§192.723(b)(1) Does the operator conduct gas detector surveys in the business x 
district at intervals not exceeding 15 months, but al least once each 
calendar year? Survey completed in March 2009 and is due March 
2014. 

§192.723(b)(2) Does the operator conduct leakage surveys (to include x 
manholes/cracks in pavemenVother pertinent locations) of the 
distribution system outside of the principal business areas at 
intervals not exceeding 63 months, but at least once every 5 
calendar vear? 
For cathodically unprotected distribution lines subject lo §192.465(e) x 
on which electrical surveys for corrosion are impractical is a leakage 
survey conducted at least once every 3 calendar years at intervals 
not exceedina 39 months? 

§192.727(b) Is each pipeline that is abandoned in place, disconnected from all x 
sources and supplies of gas, purged of gas, and sealed at both 
ends? 

§192.727(c) !s each inactive pipeline (except service lines) that is not being x 
maintained, disconnected from all sources and supplies of gas, 
nurned of nas, and sealed at both ends? 

§192.727(d) Wien discontinuing service lo a customer, does the operator lock or x 
(1)(2)(3) take other means to prevent a valve from being opened by 

unauthorized oersons, or use other means? 

§192.745(a) Does the operator check and service each valve whictl might be x 
required during an emergency at intervals not exceeding 15 months, 
but at least once each calendar vear? 

§192.745(b) Does the operator take prompt remedial action ta correct any valve x 
found inoperable, unless the operator designates an alternative 
valve? 



2013 South Dakota Pipeline Safety Field Inspection Form 

Operator Evaluated Humboldt Municioal Gas 

Operator IOCS ID 30964 

Inspection Unit IOCS ID 

Portions of Unit 100% Emergency Valves 
Inspected 100% Jurisdictional Line Markers 

Random Cathodic Reads 

No above ground pipe areas other than farm taps. 

Humboldt 

Contact Person I Title Daryl Severding I ~1'l!imtii l[(filjfil 
r.,,,rson interviewedl 

Humboldt 2 

Humboldt 3 
Responsible Partv/Titfe Mayor Ritchy Griepp I Phone Number I r6o5) 363-37as 

Mailing Address PO Box72 
Humboldt 4 

100 South Main St. Humboldt 5 

Humboldt, SD 57035 
Humboldt 6 

rosP011111!!\l!!~ lil~Jlj$;!1! 

Location of Inspection Humboldt Humboldt 7 

Inspector Name Mary Zanter Humboldt ' 



Humbaldt I At. CP teststatian#7 needs a new No Needs a warning sign 
waminn si n 
At 259 St, where new road was put No Marker needs to be installed 
in. 
At CP test station #21 No Needs new phone number 

installed 
West of CP test station #21 No Needs new phone number 

installed 
South of the inter.;ection of 258"' S1 No Needs new phone number 
and 462od Ave installed 
North of 25889 462"" St No Needs new phone number 

installed 
All other locations along the pipeline in OK None 
the rural area 



5 ........ 

Operator OPID {191.22' 

Inspection Unit IOCS ID 

Unit Description 

Portions of Unit 
Inspected 

Contact Person I Title 
rson interviewed 

PIPELINE SAFETY O&M MANUAL CHECKLIST 
2013 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

11 mile steel pipeline feeding the city of Humboldt and the plastic distribution 
system in Humboldt. 

O&M Manual (Does not include Public Awareness, QQ, Control Room 
Management, Drug and Alcohol Plans, Drug & Alcohol Clinics, Records, 
Construction, TIMP, or DIMP.) 

Kristie Ems Phone Number (605) 363-3789 

Responsible Party/Title I Mayor Ritchy Griepp Phone Number c/o {605) 363-
3789 

Mailing Address 

Inspection Date 

PO Box 72 

100 South Main St 

Humboldt, SD 57035 

519/13 Last Inspection Date 

Location of Inspection I Crooks, SO 

Inspector Name I Mary Zanter 

Are reporting requirements listed below included in the O&M 
Manual? 

1. Notification of certain incidents (191.5) Definition in 2.0 
general and telephonic notice in Emergency plan Appendix 
A section 6. 

2. Report submission requirements {191.7) Section 26. 
3. Distribution system incident report (191.9) Appencfix A 

section 6. 
4. Distribution system annual reports (191.11) Section 26. 
5. Distribution system mechanical fitting failure reports 

(191.12) Secfjon 27 has material failure but does not state 
the requirements for reporting per 191. 12. Added to plan 
during inspection. 

6. Transmission and gather system incident report (191.15 NA 
7. Transmission system annual report {191.17) NA 
8. Notmcation of changes per 191.22 (c) Section 26 does not 

include the requirements for this notification. Added during 
insoection. 

I 

x 

I 

§191.5 

§191.11; §191.17; 
aod 
ARSD 20:10:37:10 

§191.12 

§191.22(a) & 
§191.22(b) 

§191.22(c) 

9. Reporting safety related conditions (191.23) Section 26 .2 
10. Filling safety- related condition reports (191.25) Section 26 

.2 
Have anYJncident(s) occuITed within the faSf6: calendar yeaiS (yes 
ornol? 
Were incident(s} telephonically or electronically reported to NRC? (1-
800-424-8802' 

Are mechanical fittings reported as required by§ 192.1000, on a 
Mechanical Fittinq Failure Report Form PHMSA F- 7100.1-2? 
Has an operator ID been obtained or verified? (OPIO) 
Missed required date but has been completed. Operator needs to 
provide documentation. 
Have cllanges been electronically submitted for the foflowino? 
Notify PHMSA of any of the fo!lowing events not later than 60 days 
before the event occurs: 

A Construction or any planned rehabilitation, replacement, 
modification, upgrade, uprate, or update of a facility, other than 
a section of fine pipe, that costs $10 million or more. 

B. Construction of 10 or more miles of a new pipeline; or 
C. Construction of a new LNG plant or LNG facilitv. 
Notify PHMSA of ariy of the following events not 18ter than 60 days 
after the event occurs: 

A A change in the primary entity responsible (i.e., with an assigned 
OPID) for managing or administering a safety program required 
by this part covering pipeline facilities operated under multiple 
OP IDs. 

B. A cllange in the name of the operator; 
C. A change in the entity /e.Q., company, municipalitvl resoonsible 

x 

x 

x 

x 

i I 



§191.23 

§191.23(b) 

§"191.25 

·192.605(a 

I 

for an existing pipeline, pipeline segment, pipeline facility, or 
LNG facility; , 

D. The acquisition or divestiture of 50 or more miles of a pipeline or 
pipe!fne system subject to Part 192 of this subchapter; or 

E. The acquisition or divestiture of an existing LNG plant or LNG 
faciHtv subject to Part 193 of this subchapter. 

Does the f;:ltillity have a procedure for reporting safety related 
conditions? 
(a) Did any of the following safety related cOriditions occur within the 
fast 2 calendar vears: 

General corrosion that reduced wan thickness to less than 
required for the MAOP or localized corrosion pitting where 
leaks may occur (for pipelines operating at 20% or more of 
SMYS. i.e. transmission lines 
Unintended movement or abnormal loading by 
environmental causes that impairs the serviceability of the 
foe line 

-Any crack or other material defect that impairs the structural 
integrity of a LNG facility that contains controls or process 
1asorLNG 

Any material defect or physical damage that impairs the 
serviceability of pipelines that operate at 20% or more of 
SMYS (transmission lines 
Any malfunction or operating error that causes the MAOP 
to be exceeded (plus the allowed build up for pressure 
fimitin!l devices 
A leak in a pipeline or LNG facility that constitutes an 
emeraen 
Inner tank leakage, ineffective insulation, or frost heave that 
impairs the structural inteQrity of a LNG storaoo tank 
Any safety-related cOndition that could lead lo an 
imminent hazard and causes a reduction in operating 

ressure /bv 20% or morel or shutdown cf a pipeline 
N07E: reports are not required for: 1) master meter systems or 
customer-owned service lines; 2) incidents or conditions that result 
in an incident before the deadline fbrfiling the report; 3) pipelines 
that are more than 220 yards from occupied buildings or outdoor 
places of assembly (except they are required in railroad and road 
ROWs); and 4) if the oondition is corrected by repair or replacement 
before the deadline tor filing the report (except they are required for 
•eneral corrosion conditions 

(a) Was a report filed within five (5) wor1<ing days cf determination 
and within ten (10) working days of discovery for each safety-related 
condition? 

is the olan reviewed and updated .Sfintervals not exceedino 15 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

I 

§192.605(a) 

§192.605(b){3) 

§192.605(b)(8) 

§-192.605(b)(9) 

§192.615 
§192.605(e) 

§192.615(a) 

Are appropriate parts cf the manual kept at locations where 
operations and maintenance activities are conducted? 

List locations: City Office, electronic, shop 

Are construction records, maps, & operating history available to 
appropriate operating personnel? City office 
List-locations where and how these records are made available 
List operating personnel that have access to these records: 

Does the facility periodically review the work done by operator 
personnel to determine the effectiveness, and adequacy of 
procedures used in normal operations and maintenance and modify 
the procedures wheQ_ deficiencies are found? 

Does operator identify procedures for taking adequate precautions in 
excavated trenches to protect personnel from the hazards of unsafe 
accumulations cf vapor or gas, and making availab!e when needed 
at the excavation, emergency rescue equipment, including a 
breathino apparatus and, a rescue harness and line. Section 4.1 

Does opiirator have a written procedures to minimize the hazard 
resultino from a Qas pipeline emeroencv that includes the followin1 

x 

x 

x 

(1) Receiving, identifying, and classifying notices of events which I x 
require immediate response by the operator. Appendix A Section 2.4 

11 



§192.60S(b)(11) 

§192.61S(b)(1) 

§192.615(b)(2) 

(2} Establishing and maintaining adequate me8ns of communication I x 
with appropriate fire, police, and other pl.blic officials. Appendix A 
2.4 a) 4 Suggested adding to the O&M Manual the need for 
establishing and maintaining means of communication Corrected 
during inspection. 

(3) Prompt and effediVe response to a notice of each type of I x 
emergency, including the following; 
(i) Gas detected inside or near a building. 
(ii) Fire located near or directly involving a pipeline facility. 
(iii) Explosion occurring near or directly involving a pipeline facility. 
(iv) Natural disaster. 
Appendix A 2.4 b) 

(4) The availability of personnel, equipment, tools, and materials, as I x 
needed at the scene of an emergency. Appendix A 10. 

(5) Actions directed toWard protecting people first and then property. I x 
Appendix A 2 
(6) Emergency shutdown and pressure reduction in any section of I x 
the operator's pipeline system necessary to minimize hazards to life 
or property. Appendix A 2. 
(7) Making safe any actual or potential hazard to fife or property. I x 
Appendix A 2 

(8) Notifying appropriate fire, police, and other public officials of gas I x 
pipeline emergencies and coordinating with them both planned 
responses and actual responses during an emergency. Appendix A 
4 

(9) Safely restoring any service outage. Apperldix A 3.2 I x 

(10) Beginning action Under §192.617, if appilCable, as soon after I x 
the end of the emergency as possible. Appendix A 2. 10 

(11) Actions required.to be taken by a controller during an 
emergency in accordance with§ 192.631. 
Does there operator have a plan for responcf1ng promptly to a report 
of a qas odor inside or near a buildinq? 
Has the operator madeorovisions for: 

(a} Furnishing applicab!e portions of the emergency plan to 
supervisory personnel who are responsible for emergency 
action? 

List of Persons Plan Furnished To: all operations personnel 

{b) Training appropriate emploYees as to the requiremerits of 
the emergency plan. Emergency response training has not 
been documented. 

x 

.§192.615(b)(3) 

§192.615(c) 

§192.16 

6192.16 lb\ 

x 

§192.225(a) 

x API 1104 

(c) Review activities following actual or simulated emergencies 
to determ·1ne lf they are effective. Does facility have the 
review and its outcome documented within their records? 

Simulated exercises are not included in the O&M manual Changed 
durinq inspection. No simulations have been document. 
Establish mutual liaisOn with fire, police, and-other public officials, 
such that each is aware of the others resources and capabilities in 
dealing with gas emergencies. Appendix A 1.5 

(1) Learn the responsibllity and reSources of each government 
omanization that mav regpond to a Qas oiPel"lne ememen 

(2) Acquaint the officials with the operator's ability in responding 
to a Qas pipeline emeri:ienc' 

(3) Identify the types of gas pipeline emergencies of which the 
operator notifies the officials 

(4) Plan how the operator and officials can engage in.mutual 
assistance to minimize hazards to life or prooe1 

Has the operator notified all customers by AuQl.lSt 14, 1996 or new 
customers within 90 days of their responslbility for those sections of 
service lines not maintained by the operator? Completed during 
record insoections. 
Does the ooeralor have a current coov of the notification? 
Does notification contain all the following requirements: 
1 Or>Arator does not maintain the customer's buried ni inn 

(2) lf customer's buried piping is not maintained, it may be subject to 
corrosion and leakaoe 
(3) buried gas piping should be: 

m oeriodicallv insoected for leaks 
!ii 1 Periodicallv insoected for corrosion fif metal oioel 
!liil reoaired if anv unsafe condition is discovered 

(4) when excavating near burled gas piping, the piping should be 
located in advance, and the excavatlon done b11 hand 
(5) the operator, plumbing contractors, and heating contractors can 
assist in locating, inspecting, and repairing the customer's buried 

, oioinll 

General 
Is welding pertormed by a qualified welder in accordance with API 
1104. section IX of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, or 
Appendix C of Part 192? (yes or no) 

If ves, highlight or specify which method is used. 
If using API 1104, does operator maintain records of qualified 
welders that contains the following information (it is recommended 
they use Fiaure 2 from AP/ 1104'· 
- Date of weld in 
- Location 
- Name of welder 
- Weld oosition 
- Weldinq time 
- Weather conditions 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
<< P' 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

; I 



-Vollaqe x 192.229{d) For welders that qualify under 192.227{b), does operator maintain 
Amnerane x records for each qualified welder that show the welder has been 

- Weldino machine tvoe x requalified within preceding 15 calendar months or within the 

- Weldino machine size x preceding 7 'h calendar months (at feast twice a year) had one of 

- Filler metal x 
- Reinforcement size x 
- Pine tvne and orade x 
- Waif thickness x 
- Outside diameter x 
- Tensile strength information (and any remarks on tensile strength x 
lest) 
- Bend test information rand anv remarks on bend test\ x 
- Nick-break test information land anv remarks on nick-break test\ x 
- Date tested x 

the following : x a production weld cut out, tested, and found acceptable with 
the qualifying lest; or 
for welders that work only on service lines 2 inches or 
smaller, two sample welds tested and found acceptable in 
accordance with section llf of Annendix C 

§192.241{a) Is a visual inspection of the weld conducted to ensure· 
(1) The welding is performed in accordance with the welding 
procedure; and x 
(2) The weld is acceptable under paragraph (cl of this section. 

- Location of test x 
- Name of tester x 
- Results of qualification test (whether they are qualified or x 
disaualified\ 

§192.225(b). Has each welding procedure been recorded in detail, including the 
results of the qualifying tests? NWE procedures are 1'n the book but x 
they are not authorized to use the NWE standards. They do not 

§192.241{b) Is non-destructive testing conducted on pipelines that produce a 
hoop stress of 20 percent or more of SMYS? (except that welds that 
are visually inspected and approved by a qualified welding inspector 
need not be nondestructively tested if pipe is less than 6 inches or x 
welds are so limited in number that nondestructive testing is 
impractical) 

have the results of the aualifvino test. 
If using API 1104, does the record include the items in Appendix A x of this form? 
If using ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code, does the record x include the items in Aooendix C of this form? 

§192.241(c) Is a weld that is nondestructively tested or visually inspected 
determined according to the standards in Section 9 of API Standard 
1104? x 

Did the orocedures oass afl the tests? x §192.243(d) Wien nondestructive testing is required under §192.241(b), are the 
Does the data on the record conform to the requirements of the 

x weldinn standard used f1104 or Boiler and Pressure Vessel\? 
following percentages of each day's field bull welds, selected at 
random by the operator, nondestructively tested over their entire x 

§192.229(b) Does operator maintain records for each qualified welder that show circumference? 
the welder has engaged in a specific welding process (for welders x 
that nualifv under 192.227/al? 

§192.243(d) (1) In Cfass 1 locations, except offshore, at least 10 percent x 
192.229(c) (1) For pipelines operating at a pressure that produces a hoop stress 

of 20% or more of SMYS, does the operator have records that show 
§192.243(d) (2) Jn Class 2 locations, at least 15 percent. 

x 

within the preceding 6 months the welder has had one weld tested §192.243(d) (3) fn Class 3 and Class 4 locations, at crossings of major or navigable 
and found acceptable under section 6 or 9 of APl Standard 1104, rivers, offshore, and within railroad or public highway rights-of-way, 

Exception: A welder qualified under an earlier addition may 
weld bt.J: not requa/ify under that earlier add'ition. x 

including tunnels, bridges, and overhead road crossings, 1 OD 
x percent unless impracticable, in which case at least 90 percent. 

Nondestructive testing must be impracticable for each girth weld not 
Alternatively, do welders maintain an ongoing qualification status by tested. 
performing welds tested and found acceptable under section 6 or 9 §192.243{f) Are records showing by milepost, engineering station, or geographic 
of APf 1104 at feast twice each calendar year, but at intervals not 
exceedino 7-112 months? 

feature, the number of girth welds made, the number tested, the x number rejected, and the disposition ofthe rejects retained for the 
{2) May not weld on pipe to be operated at a pressure less than 20 life of the cioeline? 
percent of SMYS unless the welder is tested in accordance with x 
~192.229(c)(1) or requalifies under ~192.229(dl(1) or (d)(2). 

I I 



§192.245 

192.283 

192.285(a)(1) 
192.2BS(a)(2) and 
192.285(c) 

192.287 

(a) Each weld that is unacceptable under §192.241 (c) must be 
removed or repaired. (b) Each weld that is repaired must have the 
defect removed down to sound metal and the segment to be 
repaired must be preheated if conditions exist whictl would 
adversely affect the quality of the weld repair. After repair, the 
segment of the weld that was repaired must be inspected to ensure 
its acceptability. (c) Repair of a crack, or of any defect in a 
previously repaired area must be in accordance with written weld 
repair procedures that have been qualified under §192.225. Repair 
procedures must provide that the minimum mectianical properties 
specified for the welding procedure used to make the original weld 
are met uoon como!etion ofthe final weld '""""'"ir. 

The operator has the following material types 
lastic, sast imR, i::lblstila iroR, 

Vv'hat types of joining does the operator perform (i.e. plastic fusion, 
mectianical joints, efectrofusion, threaded fittings, plastic 
adhesives)? 
List out all types of joining used. Electrofusion, butt fusion, 
mectianical fittings, socket fusion, and saddle fusion. 

Plastic Pi 
Does operator have written procedures fore ach type of joint 
available for review? eves or no) ves 
Do these procedures follow what is required by the manufacturer? 
Has the ooerator chanaed any parameters? eves or no) ves 
Does operator have copies of the destructive tests used to qualify 
the joining procedures? (yes or no) Operator has continued to use 
NWE procedures but does not have the destructive testing 
documentation for the qualification Revised joining procedures 
must be obtained and utilized. 
Plastic Pioe 
Does operator have copies of employee trainin9 dates and type of 
ioin lrainina for each emolovee? Ives or no 
Does operator have-Copies of employee making specimen joints 
from pipe sections joined according to the procedure that passes 
inspection and test as set forth in 192.285(b)? Operator only 

ualified on mechanical fittin<is. 
Does the operator maintain records of each employee's 
requalification? (yes or no) 

Is the requalification done as required and documented within their 
records (if employees do not make a joint during a 12 month period 

x 

x 

x 

x 

or if 3 joints or 3%, whichever is greater, are found unacceptable I x 
then they must be requalified)? (yes or no) 

Note: be sure to see if operator has applied tor and obtained a 
waiver on this issue and make sure they are following the waiver 

'Uirements. Waiver has not been ar;1J/ied tor. 
Is each person that inspects joints in plastic pipe qualified by 
appropriate training or experience in evaluating the acceptability of 
·lastic oioe ioints? Section 7.i c· 

x 

192.307 

x 

192.309 

x 

I 

The operator's procedures should be inspected in the field to x 
determine if they are being followed. Section 8 

Each length of pipe and each other component must be visually 
inspected at the site of installation to ensure that it has not sustained 
anv visuallv determinable damaoe that could imoair its serviceabilitv 
Reoair of steel oine. Section 6.8 
(a) Each imperfection or damage that impairs the serviceability of a x 
length of pipeline of steel pipe must be repaired or removed. !fa 
repair is made by grinding, the remaining wall thickness must a least 
be equal to either: 

(1) The minimum thickness required by the tolerances in the 
specification to which the pipe was manufactured: or 
121 the desian oressure of the oioeline. 
Each of the following dents must be removed from steel pipe to be x 
operated at a pressure that produces a hoop stress of 20 percent, or 
more, of SMYS, unless the dent is repaired by a method that reliable 
engineering tests and analyses show can permanently restore the 
serviceability of the pipe: 

(1) A dent that contains a stress concentrator such as a scratch, 
gouge, groove, or arc bum. 
(2) A dent that affects the longitudinal weld or a circumferential 
weld. 
(3) In pipe to be operated at a pressure that produces a hoop stress 
of 40 percent or more of SMYS, a dent that has a depth of: 

(i) More than% incti (6.4 millimeters) in pipe 12% inches (324 
millimeters) or less in outer diameter; or 
(ii) More than 2 percent of the nominal pipe diameter in pipe over 12 
314 inches (324 millimeters) 

For the purpose of this section a "dent" is a depression that 
produces a gross disturbance in the curvature of the pipe waH 
without reducing the pipe-wan thickness. The deptti of a dent is 
measured as the gap between the lowest point of the dent and a 
orofonnation of the oriainal contour of the oioe. 
Each arc burn on steel pipe to be operated at a pressure that x 
produces a hoop stress of 40 percent or more, of SMYS must be 
repaired or removed. If a repair is made by grinding, the arc bum 
must be completely removed and the remaining wall thickness must 
be at least equal to either: 

(1) The minimum waif thickness required by the tolerances in the 
specification to which the pipe was manufactured; or 
(2) The nominal wafl thickness required for the design pressure of 
the pipeline. 

(d) A gouge, groove, arc burn, or dent may not be repaired by insert 
patching or by pounding out. 
(e) Each gouge, groove, arc burn, or dent that is removed from a 
length of pipe must be removed by cutting out the damaged portion 
as a cvlinder. 



192.311 

§192.381(a) 

!:i192.3811ai11 
§192.381 (a)(2) 

§192.361(a)(3) 

§192.381(a){3) 

§192.381{a}(4) 

§192.381{b) 

§192.381(c) 

§192.381(d) 

§192.381(e) 

§192.383(b) 

l>192.383rc1 

I I 

Repair of Plastic Pipe: Eacfl imperfection or damage that would 
impair the serviceability of plastic pipe must be repaired or removed. 
Section 22.3 c' 

Are excess flow valves (that operate at~ 10 psi) manufactured and 
tested to an industry standard or manufacturer's written specification 
to ensure each valve will: 
Function riro..,,,r to the MAOP at which valve is rated 
Function properly at all temperatures reasonably expected in the 
ooeratino environment of the service fine; 
(i) at 10 psi gage- close at:: 50 % above the rated closure flow 
sr'lecified hv manufacturer; AND 
upon closure, reduce gas flow to: 
(ii)(A) no more than 5% of manufacturer's specified closure flow rate 
tor an EFV designed to allow pressure to equalize across the valve 
(up to a maximum of 20 ft3/hr) 
-OR-
(ii)(B) no more than 0.4 tt3thr for an EFV designed to prevent 
ei'.lualization of oressure across the valve· AND 
Not cfose when the pressure is Jess than the manufacturer's 
minimum specified operating pressure AND the flow rate is below 
the manufacturer's minimum snecified closure flow rate? 
Do the EFV valves meet the applicable requirements of Subparts B 
and D? 
Does the operator mark or otherwise identify the presence of an 
exress flow valve on a service fine? 
Does the operator locate the EFV as near as practical to the fitting 
connec!ino the service line to its source of nas suoo!v? 
Does operator not install EFV on a service line where operator has 
prior experience with contaminants in gas stream where 
contaminants could cause EFV to malfunction or where EFV would 
interfere with necessary O&M activities, sucfl as blowing liquids from 
the line? 
Has the operator installed§ 192.381 compliant EFV's on all new or 
replaced service line serving a single-family residence after 
February 12, 2010? 

Exceptions: 
(1) The service line does not operate at a pressure of 10 psig or 
greater throughout the year; 
(2) The operator has prior experience with contaminants in the gas 
stream that could interfere with the EFV's operation or cause loss of 
service to a residence; 
(3) An EFV coufd interfere with necessary operation or maintenance 
activities, sucfl as blowing liquids from the line: or 
(4) An EFV meeting performance standards in§ 192.381 is not 
commerciallv available to the onerator. 
Does the annual reriort contain the number of EFV's installed? 

x §192.605(b)(2) 
&192.453 

x 

x §192.455(a} 

x 
§192.455(b) 

x 

x 

§192.455 

§192.455(c)(1) 

§192.455(c)(2) 
x 

x §192.455(e) 

x 
i;192.455m 

x 

x 

§192.457(a) 

§192.457(b) 
x 

§192.459 

§192.459 

§192.459 
x 

&192.461/al 

,. 
{a) Are corrosion control procedures established? Section 11 x 

!bl Are there orocedures for: Desion x 
Installation x 
One ration x 
Maintenance x 

{c) Are these procedures under the responsibility of a qualified x 
ru>rson? 

For pipelines installed after July 31, 1971: Are buried segments x 
extemal!v coated & cathodicalJu nrotected within one vear? 
For pipelines installed without cathodic protection: Are there any x 
"i"elines without cathodic "rotection? 
(1) Has the operator proved that a corrosive environment does not x 
exist? 
2 Conducted tests within 6-months to confirm 1#11 above? 

II ... Pipeline Material Types: \llhiat kinds of pipeline materials are . 

used? Steel Coririer Aluminum, Plastic Cast Iron Ductile Iron 
For bare copper pipeline: Is the pipeline cathodically protected if a x 
corrosive environment exists? 
For bare temporary (less than 5 year period of service) x 
pipelines: For unprotected pipelines, has it been demonstrated that 
corrosion during the 5-year period will not be detrimental to public 
safetv? 
For aluminum pipeline: Is the natural pH of the environment <8.0? x 
If not, has operater conducted tests or have experience to indicate 
the aluminum ninefine suitabilitv with its environment? 
Metal allov fittinns on olastic oioe/ines: .h-,<~-.-~ '""~-- "' 
(1) Has operator shown by test, investigation, or experience that x 
adeouate corrosion control is orovided bv the allov comoosition? 
(2) Fitting is designed to prevent leakage caused by localized x 
corrosion nittinn? 
Pipelines installed before August 1, 1971: Are effectively coated x 
transmission oirielines cathodicafl" "rotected? 
(Except for cast iron or ductile iron) Is cathodic protection provided in~"''','!: -~, -_ .• t., 
areas of active corrosion on: ,., , 
1\ existino bare or ineffectivelv coated transmission oioe lines? l x 

{2) existing bare or coated pipes at compressor, regulator, and x 
measurinn stations? 
31 existino bare or coated distribution lines? 

~ Vvhen the operator has knowledge that any pipeline is exposed, is ~-"' ' '.;;;, .. --.,, ,,.,,., ~' . ., ~?' the exoosed oioe examined for: Section 11.11 
Cal Evidence of corrosion? x 
b Coatinn deterioration? x 

ff external corrosion requiring remedial action is found, is the x 
pipeline investigated circumferentially and longitudinally beyond the 
exposed portion to determine whether additional corrosion requiring 
remedial action exists? 
Does operator have procedures established for examining exposed x 
cast iron ni e for evidence of qraohitization? 
Does operator have procedures established for remedial measures x 
on cast iron pipe if graphi!ization is discovered, AGA GPTC 
A"""ndix G-18. rNTSBl? 
Does the coatino on steel pipe meet the reouirements of this cart? ,,., .. -



f1 I Aoolied on a orooerlv oreoared surface? x 
(2\ Has sufficient adhesion to resist underfilm mioration of moisture? x 
f31 Sufficientlv ductile to resist crackino? x 
(4) Has suff1ciert strength to resist damage due to hard ling and soil x 
stress? 
t5l Com=tible with suoolemental cathodic orotection? x 

§192.465(c) Doo• lh• opocaloc ohock foe propoc porrocmaooe of othoc ~ 
;"""'"'""' bood' at '"'t oooe oaoh caloodac yoac, at ;o1,,,al• oot .. 
exceedino 15 months? 

§ 192 .465( d) Is prompt remedial action taken to correct any deficiencies indicated · · 
bvthemonitorinq? ~- '" 
a1 Shorted Casinns (6 months! x 

§192.461{b) If external coating is electrically insulating does it have low moisture x 
absorotion and hiah electrical resistance? 

b1 Rectifier 2-112 months) x 
ci Low p/s readinns - case bv case denends on cause x 

§192.461(c) Is the external coating inspected prior to lowering the pipe into the x &192.465 e Does the ooerator have bare oi efines? x 
ditch and is anv damane renaired? la1 Are thFW calhodicalfv nrotected? x 

§192.461(d) Is external protective coaling protected from damage resulting from x (b) Are they reevaluated at 3 year intervals not exceeding 39 x 
adverse ditch conditions or damaoe from suooortino blocks? months? 

§192.461(e) ff ~ated pipe is installed by boring, driving, or similar method, are x fcJ Are remedial measures taken where necessarv? x 
nrecautions taken to minimize damane to the coalinn? Section 5.5 §192.467 Are buried pipelines electrically isolated from other underground x 

§192.463 (a) Does the fevel of cathodic protection meet the requirements of x structures? Section 11.2 · 
Am:iendix D criteria? Section 11.6 (a) Are casing potentials monitored to detect the presence of shorts x 

A ndix D Steel cast iron, and ductile iron ·•""E once each calendar vear, not to exceed 15 months? 
Partf (1) a negative (cathodic) voltage of at least 0.85 volt (Cu-CuS0 4 Y.i x (b) Does the operator investigate & take appropriate action when x 

cell) also need to consider IR dron indications of casing shorts are found? Section 11.7 3) 
(2) a negative voltage shift of at least 300 milfivofts (applies to x 
structure not in contact with metals of different anodic potentials) 

{c) Does the shorted casing procedure require or has the operator 
made\: /Enforcement PoiiCvl 

afso need to consider IR droo {1) Determination of a course of action to correct or negate the x 
(3) a minimum negative polarization voltage shift of 100 millivolts x effects of the shorts within 6 months of discoverv. 
(interrupting the ~otective current and measuring the polarization {2\ Verification that a short exists x 
d=•> (3) Clearing of the short, if practicable. (This must be considered x 
(4) voltage at least as negative as that originally established at x before alternative measures mav be used.) 
beainnino of Tafel seamen! of E-foa-1 curve 
/5J net crotective current x 

(4) Filling the casing/pipe interstice with high-dielectric casing filler or x 
other material which provides a corrosion inhibiting environment. if ii 

Refer to Appendix D if aluminum, copper, or other metals are within is imoractical to clear the short. 
the system also note that other reference cells besides Cu-CuS04 (5) ff(# 3) & (# 4) are determined to be impractical, monitor the x 
half-cells can be used if they meet crfferia in Section IV of Appendix casing with leak detection equipment for leakage at intervals not 
D exceedinn 7-1/2 months, but at least twice each calendar vear. 

§192 Appendix D. Does the operator criteria consider /R ctop? x {6) If a leak is found by monitoring casings with leak detection x 
Part U equipment, immediate corrective action to eliminate the leak & 
§192.463 (b) If amphoteric metafs are included in a buried or submerged pipeline further corrosion. 

containino a metal or different anodic ootential are thev: (7) In lieu of other corrective actions, monitoring the condition of the x 
(1) electrically isolated from the remainder of the pipeline and x carrier nine usino an internal insoection device at snecified intervals. 
cathodicallv orotected?; OR §192.467(e) Are insulating devices prohibited in areas where a combustible x 
(2) cathodically protected at a level that meets the requirements of x atmosphere is anticipated unless precautions are made to prevent 
Ann°ndix D for amohoteric metals? arcino? Section 11.5 

§192.463 (c) Is the amount of cathodic protection controlled to prevent damage_ to x §192.467(f) Wiere pipelines are located in cfose proximity to electrical x 
the nrotective coatinn or the pine? transmission tower footings, ground cables or counterpoise, is 

§192.465(a) Has each pipeline that is cathodicafly protected been tested at least x protection provided to the pipelines against damage due to fault 
once each calendar vear not to exceed 15 months? Section 11 .7 currents or lightning? Added to O&M manual during inspection. 

§192.465(a) Are 10 percent of short sections of mains or transmission lines and x Section 11.5 cl 
separately protected service fines distributed over the entire system §192.469 Are there sufficient test stations or test points? Per study by Marty x 
tested each year on a sampling basis, with a different 10 percent lo=o. 
checked each year, so that the entire system is checked in each 10 §192.471 {a) Are test leads mechanically secure to pipe and electrically x 
""'ar ""'riod? conductive? Section 11.3 

§192.465(b) Has each cathodic protection rectifier been inspected at least six x (b) Are test leads attached to minimize stress concentration on the x 
times each vear not to exceed 2-1/2 months? nin.=.? 

§192.465(c) Does the operator check for proper performance of each reverse x 
current switch, diode, and interference bond whose failure would 
jeopardize structure protection at least six times each calendar year, 

{c) Are each bared test lead wire and bared metallic area (at point of x 
connection) coated with an electrical insulating material compatible 
with the cine coatino and insulation on the wire? 

but with intervals not ex:ceedin'l 2-1/2 months? 



§192.473 (a) Does the operator monitor their system for stray currents and take x §192.476(c) If operator changes configuration of transmission line, did they x 
appropriate steps to minimize detrimental effects? Section 11.1, evaluate the impact ofthe change on internal corrosion risk to 
11.10 downstream portion of fine and provide for removal of liquids and 

§192.473 (b) Does operator design and install each impressed current and/or x monitorinn of internal corrosion? 
galvanic anode cathodic protection system to minimize adverse §192.476(d) Does operator maintain records that demonstrate compliance with x 
effects on existino adiacent underoround metallic structures? this section? Does operator maintain as-built drawings or other 

Service lines 1 Is operator cathodicall protectina service lines x construction records if found impracticable or unnecessary to follow 
a Qnerator owned nininn• downstream of meter x lalf1,2.3l 
b Onerator owned nininm uootream of meter x §192.477 Have coupons (for corrosive gas only) been utilized & checked al x 
c Customer owned nioi downstream of meter x least twice annually not to exceed 7-1/2 months? 
d Customer owned oi i !ream of meter x 
2 Is ooerator monitorina unorotected service lines x 
a Ooera!or owned oioinc downstream of meter x 
b Ooera!or owned oioin uostream of meter x 

§192.479(a) Have above ground facilities been deaned and coated? Section x 
11.13 

c Customer owned ni i /downstream of meter x 
d Customer owned ni in /unstream of meter x 

§192.479(b) !s the coating material suitable for the prevention of atmospheric x 
corrosion? 

3 How is monitorino nerforrned on unnrotected services x 
a Electrical Survev: T x 

§192.481(a) Does the operator inspect piping exposed to the atmosphere at least x 
once every 3 calendar years, at intervals not to exceed 39 months 

Freauencv x for onshore oinina? 
fbl Leak Survev: Tvoe x §192.481(b} During inspection does the operator give particular attention to pipe x 
Freouencv x at soil-to-air interfaces, under thermal insulation, under disbanded 
(4) Is there a program in effect to address corrosion problems on x coating, at pipe supports, at deck penetrations, and in spans over 
service lines water? 
Describe: x §192.481(c) If atmospheric corrosion is found, does the operator provide x 

orotection aoainst the corrosion as reauired b" E;192.479? 

§192.475(a) ls gas tested to determine corrosive properties? Added to O&M x 
Manual durina insoection. Section 11.12 §192.483 Is replacement steel pipe coated and cathodically protected? x 

§192.475(b) \M"\enever a pipe segment is removed from a pipeline, is it examined x Section 11.15 
for evidence of internal corrosion? §192.485{a) For each segment of transmission line with general corrosion and x 

If internal corrosion is found - with a remaining wall thickness less than that required for the MAOP 
§192.475(b) (1) ls the adjacent pipe must be investigated to determine the extent x 

of in!erna! corrosion? 
of the pipeline, is the section of pipeline replaced, repaired, or has 
the ooeratino pressure reduced? 

(2) Is replacement made to the extent required by §§192.485, x 
192.487 or 192.489? 

§192.485(b) For each segment of transmission fine with localized pitting to a x 
degree where leakage might result, is the section of pipeline 

(3) Is remedial action taken (if required) to minimize internal x 
corrosion? 

reafaced, reoaired, or has the ooeratino nressure reduced? 
§192.485(c) Strength of pipe based on actual remaining wall thickness may be x 

§192.475(c) Gas containing >0.25 grain of hydrogen sulfide per 100 ft3 (at x 
staidard conditions) may not be stored in pipe-type or bottle-type 
holders. 

determined bv ASME/ANSI B31G ar AGA PR 3-805 
§192.487(a) General Corrosion For distribution lines with a remaining wan x 

thickness less than that required for the MAOP of the pipeline or a 
§192.476(a} Design and construction of transmission line installed after May x 

23 2007: 
remaining wall thickness less than 30 percent of the nominal wall 
thickness, does the operator replace or repair the pipe? Section 

Has transmission line or replacement of line pipe, valve, fitting, or x 
other fine component in a transmission line met the following 
requirements (unless operator proves impracticable or 
unnecessa 

11.15 b) 
§192.487(b) Localized Corrosion -For distribution lines, does the operator replace x 

or reoair nice with localized corrosion r ittino? 
§192.489(a) Is each segment of cast iron or ductile iron pipe on which general x 

1 i confinured to reduce risk linuid collection in line x graphi!ization is fourid to a degree where a fracture or any leakage 
(2) has effective liquid removal features if configuration would a!low x 
liauid collection 

mioht result ren[aced? 
§192.489(b) Is each segment of cast iron or ductile iron pipe on which localized x 

(3) allow for use of devices for monitoring internal corrosion at x 
locations with sianificant ootential for internal corrosion 

graphitization is found to a degree where any leakage might result, 
reoiaced or reru; ired or sealed bv internal seal in" methods? 

I 



§192.491(a) 

§192.491(b) 

§192.491(c) 

§192.491{c) 

§192.503 

§192.503(a) 

§192.503{b) 

§192.503(c) 

§192.503(d) 

192.505{a) 

§192.505(b) 

§192.505(c) 

I 

Does the operator maintain records or maps showing the location of 
cathodicall" ~rotected nioe and facilities? Section 11.16 
Does the operator retain records showing the location of cathodically 
orotected oioe and facilities for the fife of the svstem? 
Does the operator maintain a record of each test, survey, or 
inspection required by this subpart in sufficient detail lo demonstrate 
adequacy of corrosion conlrof measures or that a corrosive condition 
does not exist for at least 5 vears? 
Does the operator retain records related to §§192.465{a) and (e) 
and 192.475(b) retained for as long as the pipeline remains in 
service? 

Have any new segments of pipeline been installed or segments of 
relocated or replaced pieeline been retl.ITled to service (yes or no)? 
Have the followini:i criteria been met? Section 9 
(1) It has been tested in accordance with this subpart and §192.619 

to substantiate the maximum allowable operating pressure; 

(2) Each potentially hazardous leak has been localed-and 
eliminated. 
The test medium (liquid, air, natural gas, or inert gas) is: (1) 
Compatible with the material of which the pipeline is constructed; 
(2) Relatively free of sedimentary materials; an_d, (3) Except for 
natural gas, nonflammable. 
Except as provided in §192.505(a), if air, natural gas, or inert gas is 
used as the test medium, the appropriate maximum hoop stress 
!imitations applv. 
Is each non-wefded joint used to tie in a test segnent leak tested at 
not less than its ooerating pressure? (yes or no 
steel Pipelines Operating at greater than or-equal to 30% SMYS 
Note: in class 1or2 /ocations if there is a building intended for 
human occupancy within 300 ff, a hydrostatic test must be 
conducted to a test pressure of at least 125% of MOP. If the 
buildings are evacuated while hoop stress exceeds 50% of SMYS 
then airoroas mav be used as a test medium. 
Have any compressor, regulator, or measuring stations been newly 
installed or replaced in Class 1 and Class2 locations? (yes or no) 

If ves, were they tested to at least Class 3 /ocation reciuirements? 
ls the pressure at or above test pressure for at feast eight hours? 

·s or no 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

§192.505(d) 
§192.505(d)(1) 
§192.505(d)(2) 
§192.505(d)(3) 

§192.505(e) 

§192.507(b)(1) 
§192.507(b)(2) 

§192.507(c) 

192.509 and 192.517 

If only components were added or replaced {not pipe) and not 
pressure tested: 
Does facility have manufacturer certification of at least one of the 
following: 

com1:xment was tested to the pressure required for the 
pipeline to which it is being added; 
component was manufactured under a quality control 
system that ensures each item is at least equal in strength 
to a prototype and the prototype was tested to a test 
pressure required for the pipeline to which it is being added; 
oc 
component carries a pressure rating established through 
applicable ASMEJANSI, MSS specifications, or by unit 
strength calculations as described in §192.143. 

List or hiQhliQht which certification the facility has within its records. 
Were any fabricated or short sections of pipe installed? (yes or no) 

If yes were these sections pressure tested for at feast four hours 
before they are installed, if it is impractical to pressure test after 
installation? (ves or no 
Pipelines Operating at less than 30 percent of SMYS and at or 
above 100 osi 
!fthe segment is stressed to 20 percent or more of SMYS and is 
using natural gas, inert gas, or air is one of the following used: 

-A leak test at a pressure between 100 psig and the pressure 
required to produce a hoop stress of 20 percent of SMYS; 

oc 
- The line is walked to check for leaks while the hoop stress is held 
at approximately 20 percent of SMYS 

List or hiahliQhl the one used. 
Is the pressure.maintained at or above the tesf pressure for aHeast 
one hour? (yes or no' 
For pipelines (excePf: plastic and service) to operate below 100 
1sia. Not 1n O&M Manual but added durina inspection. 

Are pressure test reCOrds maintained that contain the following 
information /these records must be maintained for at least 5 
-Date 
- Location of test 
- Test pressure applied 
- Test duration 
- The operator's name & the name of the employee responsible 
- Test medium used. 
- Pressure recordina Charts, or other record of pressure readinQs. 
- Elevation variations, whenever significant for the particular test. 
- Leaks and failures noted and their discosition. 

§192.509(b) Is each main that is to be operated at less than 1 psig tested to at 
least 10 csiQ? (yes or no 

§192.509(b) f Is each main that is lo be operated at or above 1 psig tested to at 
feast 90 psia? Ives or no 

192.511and192.517 I Fornon-plaStiCSerVice fines. 
Are pressure test records maintained that contain the following 
information (these records must be maintained for at least 5 
-Date 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 



§192.511{a) 

§192.511{b) 

§192.511(c) 

§192.511(c) 

192.513 and 192.517 

§192.513{a) 

§192.513{c) 

§192.513(d) 

§192.553 

§192.553(a) 

§192.553(a)(1) 

I 

- Location of test 
- Test nressure annlied 
- Test duration 
- The ooerator's name & the name of the emc lovee resoonsible 
- Test medium used 
- Pressure recordinn charts or other record of nressure readinns. 
- Elevation variations whenever sinnificant for the =rticular test. 
- Leaks and failures noted and their disoosi!ion. 
If feasible, is the connection to the main included in the test? (yes or 
ool 
Are service fines expected to operate at a pressure of at feast 1 psig 
but not more than 40 psig tested al a pressure of not less than 50 
csio? Ives or nol 
Are service fines expected to operate at a pressure of more than 40 
osio tested al a oressure of not less than 90 osio? Ives or nol 
Are steel service lines stressed to 20% or more of SMYS tested in 
accordance with l:i192.507? 
For nlastic njnelines. 
Are pressure test records maintained that contain the following 
information fthese records must be maintained for at least 5 llFlars\: 
-Date 
- Location of lest 
- Te>rt ssure acolied 
- Test duration 
- The oneralor's name & the name of the emplovee resoonsible 
- Test medium used. 
- Pressure recordino charts, or other record of oressure readinns. 
- Elevation variations wflenever sionificant for the oarticufar test. 
- Leaks and failures noted and their dis ition. 
Is each segment of a plastic pipeline tested in accordance with this 
section? 1Ves or no\ 
Does the operator test to at least 150% of the maximum operating 
pressure or 50 psig whichever is greater? (yes or no and list out 
which one is i:ireater for each oceralorl 
During the lest, is the temperature of the pipe not more than 100"F, 
or the temperature at which the long term hydrostatic strength has 
been determined, whichever is greater? {yes or no and list out which 
one is i:ireater for each oceralorl 

Af.. the end of each incremental increase, is the pressure held 
constant while the entire segment of the pipeline is checked for 
leaks? 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x §192.553(a)(2) 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x §192.553(b) 
x 
x 

§192.553(c) 

§192.553(d) 
x 

x 

§192.605(b)(5) 

§192.605(c) 

x 

§192.605(c)(4) 

x 

~192.605(b) 

§192.611 

Is each leak detected repaired before a further pressure increase is 
made? (except that a leak determined not to be potentially 
hazardous need not be repaired, if i! is moni!ored during the 
pressure increase and it does not become potentially hazardous) 

Do uprate records identify work performed and each pressure test 
conducted? 
Are these records retained for the fife of the segment? 
Is a written procedure established that will ensure that each part of 
the uoratino meets ~~uirements? 
Are limitations on increases in MAOP followed? (Except as provided 
in §192.555 (c), a new maximum allowable operating pressure 
established under this subpart may not exceed the maximum that 
would be allowed under§§ 192.619 and 192.621 for a new segment 
of pipeline constructed of the same materials in the same location. 
However, when uprating a steel pipeline, if any variable necessary to 
determine the design pressure under the design formula (§192.105) 
is unknown, the MAOP may be increased as provided in 
S192.619(a){1).) 

Do the operator's procedures include starting up and shutting down 
any part of the pipeline in a manner designed to assure operation 
within the MAOP limits prescribed by this part, plus the build-up 
allowed for oceration of Pressure-limiting and control devices? 

(Does not apply to distribution operators that also operate 
transmission lines.) 

Has the operator had any occurrences of the following conditions 
in the last 2 years (yes or no): 
- Unintended closure of valves or shutdowns 
- AA increase or decrease in pressure or flow rate outside of normal 
operating limits 
- Loss of communications 
- The operation of any safety device 
-Any other malfunction of a component 
-Any deviation from normal operation 
-Any other foreseeable malfunction of a component, deviation from 
normal operation, or personnel error 

List out what tvoe and date of occurrence. 
If abnormal operation occurred, did operator review personnel 
response considering the actions taken, whether procedures were 
followed, and whether procedures were adequate or should be 
revised? was this review documented? 

Procedures for i>192.611? Section 14 
Vvtlat does the operator alter when population densrty requires a 
change in MAOP? 

I (a~ TesttheninetonualifvthenewMAOP. 
{b) Reduce MAOP to meet the class location. 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

/j";• 

x 

x 



§192.613(a} 

§192.613(b) 

§192.614 

192.617 

§192.617 

cl Replace pipe. 
Refer to 192.611 if MAOP is confirmed or revised (also see Subpart 
Kif applicable) No chani:ie in c!ass focal ion has occurred. 

Has the operator conducted continuing surveillance to determine if 
the following issues need to be addressed: 

Change in class location 
Failures 
Leakage history 

- Corrosion 
- Cathodic protection 
- Other unusual conditions 

ff yes, provide explanation of issues operator feels need to be 
addressed. Section 20.1 
Has the operator documented and initiated a program to correct 

I nroblems discovered? 

Does the operator have a fist cf persons/companies that engage in 
excavating? (yes or no) Reviewed during public awareness 
insnecllon 
Does operator maintain records of accidents and failures and their 
causes? 
Has operator addressed the causes of failure to minimize the 
'""""'StJVitv of recurraice? 
Do the operator's and operator's contractors drilling/boring 
procedures include actions to protect their facilities from the dangers 
cosed bv drillino and other trench less technoloaies? 
Did the operator follow its written procedures pertaining to 
notification cf excavation, marking, positive response and the use of 
the one call sv.:tem? 
\fv'hat is the operator's number of pipeline damages per 1,000 locate 
reauests? 

Have any accidents or failures occurred within the past 2 years? If 
""S nive exnlanation. 
If yes, was the accident and/or failure analyzed to determine the 
cause and steps taken to minimize a recurrence? 

was the analvsis documented? 

ls the MAOP commensurate with the class lociticn? 
'Spot check calculations} conducted with record inspection 
How was the MAOP determined? 

al Bv desiQn and test? 
(b} By highest operating pressure to which the segment of 

line was subjected between July 1, 1965 and July 1, 
1970. 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

&192.605(b\ 
§192.625(a) 

§192.625(b) 

§192.625(e) 

§192.625(f) 

,192.605{b 
192.627 

192.605(b 
§192.629 

§192.629(a) 

·192.629(b 
§192.727(e) 

§192.605(b) 
§192.703(b) 

§192.703(c) 

Procedures for &192.625? 
Chemical Properties - Brand Name reviewed with records 
i11soect1cn 

Detectable at one-fifth of tile lower explosive limit. Equipment used? 
Odorometer, Odorator, 

Injection Rate 

Odorization Method -
Transmission Lines in Cfass 3 or 4 locations must comply with 
192.625(a) if 50"Ai or less cfthe length of the line downstream is in a 
Class 1 or 2 location. There are also other exceptions found within 
this section 
Does the equipment introduce the odorant without wide variations in 
the level of odorant? Section 15 
Does the operator conduct periodic sampling of combustible gases 
using an instrument capable of determining the percentage cf gas in 
air at which the odor becomes readilv detectable? 

Procedures for §192.627? Seeton 16 
Are hot !aPS made by qualified personnel? !See records check list) 

Qualifier: Do they Non-Destructive Test tap area? Corrected 
durinQ inspection. 

Procedures for &192.629? Section 10 
Purging of pipelines must be done to prevent entrapment of an 
explosive mixture in the line. 
Are the fines which contain air filroper!y purged with gas? 
Are fines containing o.as properly purQed with air (or inert oasl? 
If air is used for purging, is the operator insuring that a combustible 
mixture is not cresent after ouroinq? 

Procedures for §192.703? Section 22 
Is each segment of a pipeline that becomes unsafe, replaced, 
repaired or removed from service? {See records check Jistl 

Are hazardous leaks repaired promptly? 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

-" x 
x 

iF 

x 

x 

lllfl I I iJ 11 I l2 I l,....,.........'~lll 
[9192.605(i)) ----pif0ceduresi'Or§192.~ --- --- I I I x I 



§192.705(a) 

§192.705(b) 

Class location 

1 and2 
3 
4 

S192.6051bl 
§192.706 

f';192.605[b} 
§192.707(a) 

§192.707(b) 

§192-707(c) 

6192.707/dl 

192.709(a) 

Does the operator patrol surface conditions for indications of leaks, 
construction activitv. or other factors on and adiacent to line ROW? 
(a) Does tile operatorfolfow up on problems noted? 
Is the maximum interval between patrols in accordance with the 
folfowinQ: (Maximum interval between patrols of lines 

At Highway and Railroad I At alf Other Places 
Crossinas 

2Jvr (7-112 months' 1Near (15 months 
4/vr (4-1/2 months 2/vr (7-1/2 months 
4/vr f4-1/2 months 4/vr f4·1/2 months 

Procedures for &192.706? 
(a) Are leakage surveys of transmission lines conducted at intervals 
not exceedinn 15 months but at least once each calendar llf'!ar? 
(b) Are lines transporting unodorized gas surveyed using leak 
detector equipment at intervals not exceeding 7-1/2 months but at 
least twice each calendar year for Class 3 locations and at intervals 
not exceeding 4-1 /2 months but at least 4 limes each calendar year 
for Class 4 locations? 

x 

x 
x 

x 

Proceduresfor!:i192.707? Section22 ~ 
Are buried mains and transmission fines marked as required in the · · 
followino areas: · . , _ 
(1) at each crossing of a public road and railroad x 
(2) wtierever necessary to identify the location of the line to reduce 

I oossibilitv of damaoe or interference 
EXCEPTIONS wtiere line markers are NOT reauired: 
(1) lines located at crossings of or under waterways and other water 
bodies 
(2) mains in Class 3 or 4 location where damage prevention program 
is in effect under 15192.614 
31 transmission lines in Class 3 or 4 locations until 3120/1996 

(4) transmission fines in Class 3 or 4 locations where placement of 
line marker is imnractical 
Are line markers installed on aboveground areas accessible to the 
nubfic? 
Do the line markers have the latest characteristics? 
(1) ·warning", "Caution", "Danger" followed by "Gas Pipeline" (1' 
hinh with X" stroke exceot in heavily developed areas) 
21 name and tefephone number of operator !24 hr accessJ 

Are field repair records (for the pipe) maintained that co1 
following information (these records must be maintained for the life 
of the pipeline): 
-Date 
- location of repair 
- Descripfion of each repair made (includiilg pipe-to-pipe 
connections 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

I x I I I 

192.709(b) 

192.709(c) 

§192.711(a) 

§192.711 (b) 

192.711(c" 
§192.713(a) 

192.713(b 
192.717 

Are field repair records (for parts of the system other than the pipe 
maintained that contain the following information (these records 
must be maintained for at least 5 vearsJ: 
-Date 
- location of repair 
- Description of each repair made 
Note: Repairs generated by patrols, surveys, inspections, or tests 
required by subparts Land M of this part must be retained tor at 
least 5 years or until the next patrol, survey, inspection, or test is 
comoleted (whichever is longer/. 
Temporary repairs_ Each operator must take immediate temporary 
measures lo protect the public whenever: 
(1) A leak, imperfection, or damage that impairs its serviceability is 
found in a segment of steel transmission line operating at or above 
40 percent of the SMYS; and • 
(2) It is not feasible to make a permanent repair at the lime of 
discove 
Permanent repairs. An operator must make permanent repairs on its 
pipeline system according to the following: 
{1) Non integrity management repairs: The operator must make 
permanent repairs as soon as feasible. 
(2) Integrity management repairs: Vv'hen an operator discovers a 
condition on a pipeline covered under Subpart 0-Gas Transmission 
Pipeline Integrity Management, the operator must remediate the 
condition as prescribed bv ~ 192.933/dl. 
No welded patches mav be used. 
(a) Each imperfection or damage that impairs the serviceability of 
pipe in a steel transmission fine operating at or above 40 percent of 
SMYS must be-
(1) Removed by cutting out and replacing a cylindrical piece of pipe; 

" (2) Repaired by a method that reliable engineering tests and 
analyses show can permanently restore the serviceability of the 

iPe. 
Operatina pressufe-tllust be at a safe level durina reo8ir operations. 
Were anv weld repairs made on transmission lines? 



§192.719(a) 

§192.719(b) 

&192.605(b) 
§192.721(a) 

§192.721(b)(1) 

§192.721(b)(2) 

192.SOS{b 
§192.723(b)(1) 

I 

Did it meet the following? 
Each permanent field repair of a leak on a transmission line must be 
made by-
(a) Removing the leak by cutting out and replacing a cylindrical 
piece of pipe; or 
(b) Repairing the leak by one of the following methods: 

(1) Install a full encirciement welded split sleeve of appropriate 
design, unless the transmission line is joined by mechanical 
couplings and operates at fess than 40 percent of SMYS. 
(2) If the leak is due to a corrosion pit, install a properly 
designed bolt-on-leak clamp. 
(3) If the leak is due to a corrosion pit and on pipe of not more 
than 40,000 psi (267 Mpa) SMYS, fillet weld over the pitted area 
a steel plate patch with rounded corners, of the same or greater 
thickness than the pipe, and not more than one-half of the 
diameter of the pipe in size. 
(4) If the leak is on a submerged offshore pipeline or 
submerged pipeline in inland navigable waters, mechanically 
apply a full encirclement split sleeve of appropriate design. 
(5) Apply a method that reliable engineering tests and analyses 
show can oennanently restore the serviceability of the oioe. 

Testino of repairs 
Were any segments of pipe replaced within the system? (yes or no) 

If yes, was the replacement pipe tested to the requirement of a new 
line installed in the same location and records maintained as 
required under Subpart J Testing Requirements? (Note: the pipe 
may be tested before it is installed) 
Were any repairs made by welding? 

If yes, was the weld made in accordance with §§192. 713, 192.715, 
and 192.717 and examined in accordance with-6192.241. 

Procedures for &192.721? Section 20 
Frequency of patrolling mains must be detennined by the severity of 
the conditions which could cause failure or leakage (i.e., consider 
cast iron weather concf1tions, known slio areas etc.) 
Does the operator patrol mains in business districts at intervals not 
exceeding 4-1/2 months, but at least 4 times each calendar year 
where anticipated physical movement or external loading could 
cause failure or leakaae? 
Does the operator patrol mains outside business districts at intervals 
not exceeding 7-1/2 months, but at least 2 limes each calendar year 
where anticipated physical movement or external loading could 
cause failure or leakane? 

Procedures for &192.723? Section 20 
Does the operator conduct gas detector surveys in the business 
district at intervals not exceeding 15 months, but at least once each 
calendar vear? 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

§192.723(b)(2) 

§192.727(b) 

§192.727{c) 

§192.727(d) 
(1)(2)(3) 

§192.739(b) 

Does the operator conduct leakage surveys (to include 
manholes/cracks in pavemenUother pertinent locations) of the 
distribution system outside of the principal business areas at 
intervals not exceeding 63 months, but at least once every S 
calendar vear? 
For cathodicany unprotected distribution lines subject to §192.465(e) 
on which electrical surveys for corrosion are impractical is a leakage 
survey conducted at least once every 3 calendar years at intervals 
not exceedinn 39 months? 

'""' pipelines? 
Section 25 
Is each pipeline that is abandoned in place, disconnected from aif 
sources and supplies of gas, purged of gas, and sealed at both 
ends? 
Is each inaciiVe pipeline (except service lines) that.Ts not being 
maintained, cf1sconnected from all sources and supplies of gas, 
1uroed of aas, and sealed at both ends? 

IJ\'hen discontinuing service to a customer, does the operator lock or 
take other means to prevent a valve from being opened by 
unauthorized oersons, or use other means? 

Does the operator perfonn and document inspections on pressure 
limiting relief devices and pressure regulators not to exceed 15 
months, but al least annually to deterrn ine the followin 

In aood mechanical condition? 
Adequate from the standpoint of ca.Pa.city and reliablITty of 
ooeration for the service in which it is emploved? 
Set to control or relieve at the correct pressures consistent 
with the pressure limits of §192.201{a)? (See exception in 

192.739(b 
(d) Properly installed and protected from dirl, liquids or 
other conditions that miQh! prevent oroper operation? 

Does the operator have any steel pipelines whose MAOP is 
determined under §192.619(c)? If yes, the following control or relief 
pressures apply and inspector should double check operator 
cafculations. 

If the MAOP is 60 PSI gage or more, the control or relief pressure 
limit is as follows: 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 



§192.743 

§192.741(b) 

§192.741(c) 

S192.605Cbl 
§192.745(a) 

§192.745(b) 

~192.6051bl 

§192.747{a) 

§192.747(b) 

If the MAOP produces a hoopstress ot 
1) 72 percent er greater then the pressure limit, is the MAOP 

plus 4 percent. 
2) Unknown as a percentage of SMYS, then the pressure limit is 

a pressure that will prevent unsafe operation of the pipeline 
considering its operating and maintenance history and 
MAQP. 

Does the operator perform and document inspections en relief 
devices not to exceed 15 months but at least once each calendar 

ear to determine the folfowin~? 
(a) Has sufficiEiiii capacity been determined by testing in 

lace or bv review and calculations? 
bi -Are calculations used to determine capacity available? 

(c) Required that unsatisfactory conditions be corrected in 
an appropriate time frame? 

Does the operator have telemetering or pressure recording gauges 
to indicate gas pressure in the district that is supplied by more than 
one district pressure requlatinQ station? eves or no) Section 12.5 
Has the operator determined if telemetering or pressure recording 
gauges are needed for a distribution system supplied by only one 
district pressure regulating station? (ves or no 
Dees the operator inspect equipment and take corrective measures 
when there are indications_ of abnormally high er low pressure? (yes 
or no 
Are these inspections documented within the operator's records? 

·s or no 

Procedures for 6192. 7 45? 
Does the operator check and service each valve which might be 
required during an emergency at intervals not exceeding 15 months, 
but at least once each calendar ""'ar? 
Does the operator lake prompt remecf1al action to correct any valve 
found inoperable, unless the operator designates an alternative 
valve? 

Procedures for is192.745? Section 25 
Dees the operator check and servii::e each valve which might be 
required during an emergency at intervals not exceeding 15 months, 
but at feast once each calendar vear? 
Does the operator take prompt remedial action to correct any valve 
found inoperable, unless the operator designates an alternative 
valve? 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

57 JJQ3bldmillllllillll 
I §192.605/bl I ProcedurEiSfcr§192.749? I --==I I x I 

§192.749(a) 

§192.749(b) 

§192.749(c) 

§192.749(d) 

§192.727(f) 

§192.751 

ts192.605 b 
§192.753 

§192.753(a) 

§192.753(b) 

§192.275(a) & 
§192.275(b) 

192.605(b 
§192.755 

§192.755(a){1) 

192.755(a)(2 
·192.755(a)(3 

§192.755(a)(4) 

Is each vault that houses pressure repulating and limiting equipment 
(and has an internal volume of 200 ft or more) inspected at least 
once each calendar year not exceeding 15 months? (See records 
check list) Vaults need to be inspected to determine if they are in 
oood chvsical condition and adeouate!v vented. 
If gas was found in vault during inspection was equipment inspected 
for leaks? If leaks were found were thev repaired? 
Was ventilating equipment inspected to determine if functioning 
orooerlv? 
Was vault cover inspected le assure it does not present hazard le 
public safetv? 
If any vaults were abandoned, were ttiey filled with a suitable 
comoacted material? 

Does the operator identify steps to minimize the danger of accidental 
ignition of gas in any structure er area where the presence of gas 
constitutes a hazard of fire or explosion? Section 19_3 

Does it inciude the following: 
(a) When a hazardous amount cf gas is being vented into open air, 
each potential source of ignition must be removed from the area and 
a fire extinguisher must be provided. 
(b) Gas Or electric welding or cutting may not be performed on pipe 
or on pipe components that contain a combustible mixture of gas 
and air in the area of work. 
le\ Post warnino sions where aoorooriate. 

Procedures for t;192.753? 
Does the operator have cast-iron pipe with caulked bell and spigot 
ioinls that is subiect to 25 csio er more? 
Does the operator install mechanical damps, or use a material or 
devices that will not reduce the flexibility of the joint, permanently 
bends, and seals in a manner that meets the strength, 
environmental, and chemical compatibility requirements of 
&192_53fal and /bl and &192.143? 
When each cast-iron caulked bell and spigot joint subject to 
pressures of 25 psig or less Is exposed, does the operator seal by a 
means other than caulkinn? 
Is !he c:ast iron pipe sealed with mechanical leak clamps with a 
gasket as a sealing medium confined and retained under 
compression bv a separate Q(and or foflower rinn? 

Procedures fer &192.755? 
Wien the operator has knowledge that a segment of buried cast-iron 
,ipe is disturbed, does the operator provide orotection from: 

Vibrations from heavy construction equipment, trains, trucks, buses, 
or blastinQ. 
Impact forces bv vehicles 
Earth movement 
Apparent future excavations near the pipeline 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x . 

x 

x 
x 
x 



• 
• 



2013 South Dakota Pipeline Safety Inspection 
Summary of Deficiencies 
Operator: Humboldt Municipal Gas Utilities 
Inspection Types: O&M Plan Inspection, Records Inspection, OQ Field Inspection, and Field Inspection (pipeline markers & cathodic protection) 
Inspection Dates: May 9 and May 21, 2013 

Notices of Probable Violation 

192.625(1) \ Did the operator use calibrated Odorometer has not been sent in since I 8/24/13 I TBD I $100,000 I None 
odorometers? 8/29/11. Meter needs to be sent in 

ASAP. This is a re eat offence. 
§192.707(a) l Are buried mains and transmission The following issues were identified 8124113 TBD $100,000 I None 

lines marked as required in the regarding pipeline markers: 
following areas: 1. Marker at GP test station 

(!) at each crossing ofa public #7 needs a new warning 
road and railroad sign. 

(2) wherever necessary to identify 2. Markers need to be 
the location of the line to installed at 2591

h St, where 
reduce possibility of damage new road was put in. 
or interference 3. Marker at GP test station 

#21 needs to have the 
phone number replaced. 

4. Maker west of GP test 
station #21 needs to have 
phone number replaced. 

5. Marker south of the 
intersection of 258'" St and 
462"' Ave needs to have 
phone number replaced. 

6. Marker north of 25889 
462"' St needs to have 
phone number replace. 

OQ 192.801 I (a) This subpart prescribes the PEF192-1414.04 Pipe 8124113 TBD $100,000 None 
minimum requirements for operator Shutdown/Startup/Pressure Change: 
qualification of individuals performing Operating Identified Valve(s) was not 
covered tasks on a pipeline facility. completed until 5/23/13. 
b) For the oumose of this suboart, a 



.1 .I 

covered task is an activity, identified This task should have been identified 
by the operator, that: as a covered task and qualifications 

completed prior to 1/1/13 when 
(1) Is performed on a pipeline facility; Northwestern Energy discontinued 
(2) Is an operations or maintenance their contract for emergency response. 
task; 
(3) Is performed as a requirement of 
this part; and 
(4) Affects the operation or integrity 
of the oioeline. 

§192.225(b). Has each welding procedure been NWE procedures are in the book but 8124113 
recorded in detail, including the results they are not authorized to use the NWE 
of the qualifying tests? standards. They do not have the results 

of the aualifVin~ test. 
§192.283 Does operator have copies of the Operator has continued to use NWE 8/24/13 

destructive tests used to qualify the procedures but does not have the 
joining procedures? (yes or no) destructive testing documentation for 

§191.22(a) & 
§191.22(b) 

§!92.615(b)(2) 

the qualification. Revised joining 
procedures must be obtained and 
utilized. 

When the operator has knowledge that any 
pipeline is exposed, is the exposed pipe 
examined for: 
(a) Evidence of corrosion? 
b) Coatine deterioration? 

Has an operator ID been obtained or verified? 
(OPID) 

(a) Training appropriate employees as to the 
requirements of the emergency plan. 

Bell Hole reports have not been done in 
the past. No history for any exposed 
piping. 

Missed required date but has been 
completed. Operator needs to provide 
documentation. 

Emergency response training has not 
been documented. 

TED $100,000 

TED $100,000 

Humboldt Municipal Gas may be 
in violation of the code section 
listed in the first column. The 
city is advised to correct this or be 
subiect to an enforcement action. 
Humboldt Municipal Gas may be 
in violation of the code section 
listed in the first column. The 
city is advised to correct this or be 
subiect to an enforcement action. 
Humboldt Municipal Gas may be 
in violation of the code section 
listed in the first column. The 
city is advised to correct this or be 
subiect to an enforcement action. 

I 

None 

None 

8/24/13 

8/24/13 



... I I 

§192.615(b)(3) I Review activities following actual or simulated No simulations have been document. Humboldt Municipal Gas may be I 8/24113 
emergencies to determine if they are effective. in violation of the code section 
Does facility have the review and its outcome listed in the first column. The 
documented within their records? city is advised to correct this or be 

sub· ect to an enforcement action. 
§I92.225(b). \ Has each welding procedure been recorded in Welding procedures are not available .. Humboldt Municipal Gas may be 8/24113 

detail, including the results of the qualifying in violation of the code section 
tests? listed in the first column. The 

city is advised to correct this or be 
subiect to an enforcement action. 

192.283 I Does operator have copies of the destructive Operator has continued to use NWE Humboldt Municipal Gas may be I 8/24/13 
tests used to qualify the joining procedures? procedures but does not have the in violation of the code section 
(yes orno) destructive testing documentation for the listed in the first column. The 

qualification. Revised joining city is advised to correct this or be 
procedures must be obtained and subject to an enforcement action. 
utilized. 

OQ Field Verify the qualified individuals performed the Missing line marker at road crossings Humboldt Municipal Gas may be I 8/24/!3 
Inspection obseived covered tasks in accordance with the was not identified. in violation of the code section 
9.01 Covered operator's procedures or operator approved listed in the first column. The 
Task contractor procedures city is advised to correct this or be 
Performance subject to an enforcement action. 

Qualification of operating identified Humboldt Municipal Gas may be I 8/24/!3 
OQField Verify the individnals performing the observed valves should have been completed prior in violation of the code section 
Inspection covered tasks are currently qualified to perform to 111113. listed in the first column. The 

9.02 the covered tasks. city is advised to correct this or be 

Qualification subject to an enforcement action. 

Status 

Missing line marker at road crossings Humboldt Municipal Gas may be 8/24/13 
OQ Field Verify the individuals performing covered tasks was not identified. in violation of the code section 
Inspection are cognizant of the AOCs that are applicable to listed in the first column. The 

9. 03 Abnormal the tasks obseived. city is advised to correct this or be 

Operating subject to an enforcement action. 

Condition 



Recognition 

and Reaction 

Notices of Concern 

§192.459 

§192.475(a) 

§192.625(b) 

§ 192. 723(b )(2) 

When the operator has knowledge that any pipeline iS 
exposed, is the exposed pipe examined for: (a) Evidence of 
corrosion? (b) Coating deterioration? 
Is gas tested to determine corrosive properties? 

Odorization Method -

Does the operator conduct leakage surveys (to include 
manholes/cracks in pavement/other pertinent locations) of 
the distribution system outside of the principal business 
areas at intervals not exceeding 63 months, but at least 
once everv 5 calendar vear? 

There are no records indicating inspection of exposed piping. 

Need to maintain information from Northern Natural regarding properties of the 
gas. Information can be accessed by going to NorthemNaturalGas.com and 
selecting "Gas Quality" under "Informational Posting". 
Operator should get information on odorizer. Currently operator has no 
information iforoblems should occur. 
Maps need to be reviewed to ensure that all areas are included in the survey. 
Suggest reviewing all leak surveys to ensure that entire system is covered and 
plauned for future years. 



Daryl Sieverding 

Mary Zanter 

Remarks: 

PHMSA (OQ) Field Inspection Form 15 (Rev. 4) May 17, 2007) 

OPERATOR QUALIFICATION 
FIELD INSPECTION PROTOCOL FORM 

5/21/13 & 

Humboldt Municipal Gas 

30964 

Humboldt 

NA 

0 

Humboldt Municipal 
Gas 

SD 

To add rows, press TAB with cursor in last cell. 

Mary.zarrter@state.sd.us 

To add rows, press TAB with cursor in last cell. 

A table for recording specific tasks performed and the individuals who performed the tasks is on the last 
page of this form. This form is to be uploaded on to the OQBD for the appropriate operator, then imported 
into the file. 

PHlviSAForm-15 (192.801, 195.501) Operator Qualification Field Inspection Protocol 9, Rev. 4 (Rev. 03/2112011 ). 
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PHMSA (OQ) Field Inspection Form 15 (Rev. 4) May 17, 2007) 

9.01 Covered Task Performance 

Verify the qualified individuals performed the observed covered tasks in accordance with the 
operator's procedures or operator approved contractor procedures. 

x 
Did not do operating identified valves. 
Missing line 1narker at road crossings was not identified. 

9. 02 Qualification Status 

Verify the individuals performing the observed covered tasks are currently qualified to perform the 
covered tasks. 

x 

Qualification of operating identified valves should have 
been completed prior to l/l/l3. 

9.03 Abnormal Operating Condition Recognition and Reaction 

Verify the individuals performing covered tasks are cognizant of the AO Cs that are applicable to 
the tasks observed. 

Missing line 1narker at road crossings was not identified. 

x 

PHMSAFonn-15 (192.801, 195.501) Operator Qualification Field Inspection Protocol 9, Rev. 4 (Rev. 03/21/2011). 

-2-



PHMSA (OQ) Field Inspection Form 15 (Rev. 4) May 17, 2007) 

9.04 Verification of Qualification 

Verify the qualification records are current, and ensure the personal identification of all individuals 
performing covered tasks are checked, prior to task performance. 

i~i~~:~(~~-~#~~-:0~'~~~!:'.'z·-

::(~~··• 
x 

9. 05 Program Inspection Deficiencies 

Have potential issues identified by the headquarters inspection process been corrected at the 
operational level? 

No issues were identified in the headquarters inspection. 

x 

PHMSAForm-15 (192.801, 195.501) Operator Qualification Field Inspection Protocol 9, Rev. 4 (Rev. 03/21/2011). 
-3-



PHMSA (OQ) Field Inspection Form 15 (Rev. 4) May 17, 2007) 

Field Inspection Notes 

The following table is provided for recording the covered tasks observed and the individuals 
performing those tasks. 

Patrolling 

2 Pipeline markers 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Operations and Maintenance Records Review 

If performing an operations and maintenance records review in the course of your inspection, 
please review a sample of the qualifications of the individuals performing those O&M tasks that 
are covered under Operator Qualification and check the records for compliance to 192.807 or 
195.507. 

192.807 Records supporting an individual's current qualifications shall be maintained 
or while the individual is performing the covered task. Records of prior Sat. Unsat. 

195.507 qualification and records of individuals no longer performing covered tasks shall 
be retained for a period of five years. 

x 

Comments: 

PIDvlSAFonn~15 (192.801, 195.501) Operator Qualification Field Inspection Protocol 9, Rev. 4 (Rev. 03/21/2011). 
-4-

Not 
Checked 


